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Organized Lightning

The liberal arts against neoliberalism1

The fundamental problem — a problem of a political nature, and colored
by ideological hues — is who chooses the content, and on behalf of which
persons and things the ‘chooser’s’ teaching will be performed — in favor of
whom, against whom, in favor of what, against what.
~ Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of Hope
Open minds Operate best.
Critical thinking Over tests.
Wisdom can’t be memorized.
Educate! Agitate! Organize!
~ Innosanto Nagara, A is for Activist

T

o be an intellectual or an activist — or an intellectual activist — in
the early 21st century, one must have a healthy sense of irony. The
late French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu understood this. After spending
decades attacking the class-based structure of public schooling,
he found himself defending it late in life. As he told his audience at
the December 1999 meeting of the American Modern Language
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Association, he felt he had to adapt to new historical circumstances
— those of the “progressive-retrogressive” forces of neoliberalism that
had been gathering steam since the 1970s. As he explained, the rightwing activists behind neoliberalism were intent on breaking down
the progressive achievements of the postwar period — schooling and
higher education, universal health care, and ‘welfare-state’ solutions
to the problem of economic inequality. He implored his colleagues
to do the same, while maintaining a “merciless critique” of these
same institutions.2 In this spirit we draw out the progressive — even
radical — potential of the liberal arts, so often seen as inherently
conservative. What the liberal arts bestow upon us is a creative, critical
consciousness that neoliberals abhor, and for good reason.
First, we need to define our terms, beginning with liberalism.
We see immense value in the view of liberalism put forward by the
Canadian philosopher, C. B. Macpherson. For him, the essence of
being human lay in the exertion and development of creative human
capacities. In a well-governed social order, “the capacity for rational
understanding, for moral judgment and action, for aesthetic creating
or contemplation for the emotional activities of friendship and love,”
should only be limited only to the extent that they do not deny or
impede the exercise of such properties by other individuals. Labour —
the capacity to do, exert, create — is thus essential to humanity, and
“socially destructive capacities” are, implicitly, nonhuman.3
This human nature — inclined toward growth and development,
best realized among equal individuals co-existing together — was
thwarted by the development of capitalism, which wrenched those
individuals away from their nature, towards what Macpherson called
“possessive individualism” — a narrowing of human nature and
its possibilities under capitalism. Here, people are reduced to onedimensional economic actors, whose essence is to search for economic
and material satisfaction, regardless of others. Those others becoming
mere enablers or impediments to material “ownership or satisfaction.”
Property becomes valued above all things, and the complex organic
nature society is reduced to a one-dimensional set of market relations.4
The major liberal development of the 20th century was the taming
of this possessive individualism, as nation-states intervened to ensure
that capitalism and its deleterious effects were held in check for the
good of all. That said, this moment did not last. Neoliberalism — born
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in the 1960s and coming to fruition in the 1970s — is possessive
individualism realized. Here, the state uses its considerable resources
to protect and enhance private property rights, to create new markets
where none existed before, and to coerce all who disagree with this
course of action into compliance. Under neoliberalism, the invisible
hand of the market rules serves as the cure for all social problems, and
the state is described as a mere ‘night-watchman’ albeit a watchman
decked out in riot gear.
In defining liberal education, we begin with what it is not. It is not
a timeless artistic or literary ‘canon’ of ‘great works’ that pupils must
absorb mechanically. Rather, it has always been a tradition of human
thought and creativity in process that has animated societies since
at least 1500 B.C.E. Buddhists, Janists, Chinese Mandarins, and Greek
thinkers such as Isocrates have all engaged with it, and made it central
to what it means to be a ‘free’ citizen.5
As societies change, so do the liberal arts. Yet they retain a certain
form: one studies history, literature, art, philosophy, and other
humanities in order to become an intelligent, engaged citizen. More
precisely, the liberal arts are “activities that are designed to cultivate
intellectual creativity, autonomy, and resilience; critical thinking; a
combination of intellectual breadth and specialized knowledge; the
comprehension and tolerance of diverse ideas and experiences; informed
participation in community life; and effective communication skills.”6 If
we bear this definition in mind, the liberal arts become quite open:
accommodating pure science, progressive pedagogies, new media,
feminist thought, post-colonial criticism, and cultural studies among
many other disciplines — as long as they cultivate creativity and
critical consciousness, they can be considered among the liberal arts.
Neoliberals frown upon liberal education, instead favouring
education as vocational training — a means of creating docile
worker-citizens directly connected to the (possessive individualist)
global economy. Is there a conspiracy at work? Probably not, but it
is undeniable that neoliberals see little to no value in the liberal
arts, which amounts to the same thing. Instead, they emphasize an
education based upon ‘practical skills,’ which in our present moment
include STEM subjects (science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics), financial literacy, instruction in the practical trades,
and the ‘three R’s,’ delivered through rote learning. Importantly,
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neoliberal education is cast as a social justice issue. The best way to
help impoverished children and young people, so the argument goes,
is to give them ‘skills’ they can use to ‘get a job’; after all, kids won’t
pirouette their way to prosperity.
But this argument is made in bad faith. Proof of this is that the
children of neoliberal elites (think Barrack Obama, Rahm Emanuel,
or Christy Clark) are often
shuffled into private schools,
Importantly, neoliberal
where they get the best of
liberal arts educations. So,
education is cast as a social
the message is clear: the
justice issue. The best way to
decision-makers of the future
help impoverished children and need to be creative, critical,
young people, so the argument and ‘innovative.’ The children
of the rabble need only obey
goes, is to give them ‘skills’ they them, preferably quietly.
Margaret Thatcher was
can use to ‘get a job’; after all,
the greatest of all neoliberals.
kids won’t pirouette their way
She was also a great aphorist,
to prosperity
and one of her greatest
slogans was “there is no
alternative.” In other words,
history has ended, and neoliberalism now constitutes a permanent
present — just get used to it. Yet, of course neoliberalism has a history,
and so does neoliberal education. Understanding this can help us get
our bearings, and allow us to reckon with what we are losing under
the neoliberal erasure of the liberal arts.
After the Second World War ended, western nation-states became
desperate to stave off economic depression and a return to the
extreme politics of the 1930s. The welfare state — mass public
education, universal health care (outside of the U.S.), Keynesian
economic intervention — was developed to ensure that this did not
happen. In the resulting ‘Golden Age,’ global economic growth spiked
and prosperity was spread relatively evenly among populations for
the first time in modern history.7
Knowledge and education were crucial to this project, and all
nation-states promoted education as a social, economic, and political
panacea. After the first Sputnik satellite was launched by the USSR in
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1957, financial support for schooling and higher education spiked,
and experimental pedagogies flourished.8
The results were electric. As historian Diane Ravitch points out, both
education and the idea of education as a public good absorbed all the
“energy youth, and dynamism” the 1960s had to offer. It united “federal
agencies, university scholars, major philanthropic foundations, bigcity school systems, and almost everyone else in the field.”9 Leftists
that had worked outside of the system for decades were drawn back
in by the promise of a truly ‘progressive’ system, backed by the power
of the postwar state.10 Educators, activists, and even business leaders
called for a contemporary approach to liberal education that would
foster creative, flexible, critical workers and citizens.
By the end of the decade however, this idealism had dissolved. The
growth of corporate capitalism, the assassination of key political leaders,
and the overwhelming growth of a seemingly unstoppable ‘militaryindustrial complex’ took the shine off a seemingly utopian moment
of individual and social liberation.11 A new pessimism arose regarding
the state’s role in postwar life, and social institutions came under
increasingly vicious criticism.12 In education, too, confidence crumbled.
After the advances of the early 1960s, “scorn, disappointment, and
despair” became commonplace, and education came to be viewed in
dystopian terms — as a means of producing and reproducing class,
race, and gender-based inequalities.13
Simultaneously, a ‘New Right’ was forming, and over time would
prove much more focused and resourceful than anything that the
left and centre-left put forward. Further, the ‘progressive’ mainstream
in the 1960s failed to take the threat of a right-wing insurgency
seriously at all.14 Their opponents were hardly so sanguine. As Lisa
McGirr explains, the New Right offensive began in California in the
early-1960s among activists who were profoundly alienated from the
‘great society’ being built around them. Their goal was to level it, and
put an alternative system in its place. This conservative utopia would
constitute a “revolving back … to the foundations of society” before
the “internal communist conspiracy” that forged the welfare state
came into being.15
Schools were essential to this project. These activists saw their
children as being forcibly subjected to ‘liberal’ indoctrination in public
schools — represented by “displays of the United Nations in school
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hallways,” “sex knowledge inventory tests,” and “progressive education,”
writ large. As one aggrieved parent put it: “Our child in kindergarten was
taught evolution. Her religion was ridiculed and her confidence in her
parents was shaken.”16 Thus, they began to remove their children from
public schools, while setting up alternative schools to take their place.17
This would happen through ‘school vouchers’: tax-supported
grants that parents could ‘spend’ by placing their children into any
number of privately run schools. Catholics approved of this “relief
from the double burden of public school taxes and parochial school
fees,” while white segregationists were enthusiastic about escaping
the consequences of the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education Supreme
Court decision.18
In the 1970s and 1980s, vouchers were taken up by academics,
including the high-profile economist and public intellectual, Milton
Freidman. Here, we see a key shift: from religion and race to a neoliberal
conception of free markets as a solution to all educational problems.19
John Chubb and Terry Moe’s seminal Politics, Markets and America’s
Schools solidified this position, arguing that the “natural dynamics of
competition and choice” would and should replace cumbersome and
ineffective educational bureaucracies.20 The dreams of the 1960s for
a school-system that was accountable, responsive, and democratic
would finally come to pass, but through neoliberalism and not leftism
or leftist liberalism.
At the same time, high-level Democrats including Albert Shanker,
President of the Teachers’ Federation of America, also argued for school
choice as a means of renewing public education. As Shanker argued,
innovative educators should be given “charters” — or grants — to start
up alternative schools. These ‘charter schools’ would operate “for five
or ten years, as long as parents and teachers continued to support
the experiment.”21 Though Shanker recoiled from the plan when he
realized that charters would draw corporate interests into education,
the damage was already done, and neoliberal education reform came
to be seen as a project with appeal to both the right and the left.22
Meanwhile, charter advocates engaged in groundwork; they
opened schools to demonstrate their ideas, lobbied governments
for political and financial support, and most importantly, turned
themselves into expert voices on education for the mainstream media
— where they always steered the conversation back to the virtues of
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charter schools. Soon enough, charters were in vogue, attracting the
support of billionaire philanthropists like Bill and Melinda Gates and
Mark Zuckerberg, as well as those such as Rupert Murdoch, who were
simply looking for fresh markets to exploit.
By the 2000s, the process was complete. What began as a small
project in California now reached the highest levels of government
in the U.S. and U.K. The administrations of Barack Obama and David
Cameron both created coercive mechanisms for replacing public
schools with charters — or ‘free schools’ as they are known in the
U.K.— predominantly by tying the public system’s very existence
to high performance on standardized tests — the sort of tests that
charter schools, relatively free from public oversight, can specialize
in. In short, the system is rigged in favour of charters. And what are
charters like? They focus on literacy and STEM to the detriment of
the liberal arts. They employ much more discipline that the public
system allows. They focus on testing and test score above all else. Their
primary concern is with what philosopher Martha Nussbaum calls “the
cultivation of the technical.”23
Perhaps because of its decentralized education system, neoliberal
schooling has made little headway in Canada. That being said, this
country has its share of advocates. As teacher and blogger Seth
Bernstein has recently argued, 2014 saw a number of attempts to
convince the public that a neoliberal educational shift is needed. John
Manley, Chief Executive of the Canadian Council of Chief Executives
(and former Liberal Deputy Prime Minister), tried vigorously to stir
up a national panic over sliding math scores on the OECD’s PISA
international league tables. Amanda Lang, the CBC’s lead business
reporter, used the public broadcaster as a pulpit from which to preach
the need for a “skills strategy for the 21st Century economy” — or, a
federally-mandated neoliberal school system. Conservative Federal
Employment Minister Jason Kenney recently stumped for a “skilled
trades focus” in Canadian schooling and tertiary education.24
With those at the very top of the social heap on board with
neoliberal education, we should expect leftist and left-leaning
educational workers to be storming the gates, waging war on behalf
of the modern society’s most important public institution. Alas,
this is not the case. Since the 1970s — just as the new right and
neoliberalism gathered steam — many leftists have retreated to the
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academy, divesting themselves from a responsibility to the public
interest. When education is discussed, the dominant tone is negative
— a holdover from the later-1960s. Schools are reduced to oppressive
‘ideological state apparatuses’ geared toward social control, or treated
as a whiggish instrument for lifting all children up, bypassing the
shared sacrifice of mass income redistribution.
But all is not lost. We can draw on intellectual and practical examples
to help us articulate the value of the liberal arts as a means of beating
back neoliberal school reform (and thus neoliberalism writ large).
Here, we offer two thinkers — Antonio Gramsci and Maxine Greene
— and two practical examples — Chicago’s CORE teacher union, and
Finland’s postwar school-system — which can show us the way.
Antonio Gramsci was an Italian Marxist theorist and activist famous
for his theory of hegemony, through which he analyzed modern
political power as the acquisition of the consent of the governed,
rather than as the result of raw coercion. He is less well-known — and,
when known, misunderstood — for his educational thinking. He has
been cast as a pedagogical conservative for his rejection of progressive
education, but what he was really concerned with was ensuring that
all children and young people received exposure to the liberal arts.
Gramsci believed that collective human freedom lay in the
development of the individual’s critical and creative faculties through
education. This was “liberalismo” (the philosophy of freedom), which
he contrasted with “liberismo” (a liberalism warped by capitalist
values). The best way to achieve liberalismo was through education
— that is, through the acquisition of knowledge in an atmosphere
of disciplined exploration and self-discovery. Education was thus
conceived by Gramsci as a voyage of “self-knowledge, self-mastery
and thus liberation” through the acquisition of the skills of logical and
empirical analysis, combined with a sensitivity to the arts and culture
in a broader sense.25
This was to be an active, not a passive education; steeped in history,
yet not subservient to it. Through the hard work of study, the child
would become creative, critical, and resilient: all crucial qualities for
budding social activists. Crucially, this was to be a liberal education
for all children, not just those of the elite. No child would be sacrificed
to utilitarian ends.26 In giving a liberal education to all children and
young people, Gramsci hoped to give them — particularly the most
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disadvantaged — the ability to think and to rule or, at the very least,
to “control those who rule.”27 What was to be avoided at all costs was
vocationalism in education, or training for immediate economic
needs. Gramsci correctly noted that it is always those most in need of
liberal education who are denied it, as they are handed an education
that was called democratic,
but which in fact perpetuated
Gramsci correctly noted that
social division and inequality.
The American philosopher it is always those most in need
Maxine Greene is unique for the
of liberal education who are
consistent emphasis she put
on the radical potential of the denied it, as they are handed
liberal arts from the 1960s to an education that was called
her death in 2014, as well as for
her prescient warnings about democratic, but which in fact
the neoliberal incursion into perpetuated social division
public life through education.
and inequality.
In her classic essay, “WideAwakeness and the Moral Life”
(1978), Greene identified the danger of neoliberal education reform.
She argued that American schools of the late-1970s were increasingly
under the twin-sway of a “proliferation of bureaucracies” and a
“plethora of corporate structures” which transferred to the daily lives
of students as an unending series of “schedules, curricula, and testing
programs.”28 What these ‘reforms’ quashed was the possibility of
individual agency, moral intelligence, and a sense of social justice —
what Greene called a “wide-awakeness” toward social possibilities.29
While her fellow liberals slumbered, she sounded the alarm.
Greene furthered her critique of in 1988’s The Dialectic of Freedom.
During the tenure of Ronald Reagan (1981-9), what was stirring in the
1970s became increasingly blatant, as all pedagogies that encouraged
students to “share meanings, to conceptualize, to make varied sense of
their lived worlds” were derided and defunded. Under neoliberalism,
students were reduced to “human resources” whose social and
educational horizons were reduced to competence “on some level of
an increasingly systematized world.”What was considered pedagogical
success was an “ill-defined, one dimensional ‘excellence’” — a far cry
from education’s utopian possibilities, according to Greene.30
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Some — the wealthy and the ‘gifted’ — would be given access to
the liberal arts. The others would get “technical and ‘coping’ skills,”
or “accommodation … to what is inescapably there.” And what was
there? Greene was horrified by the prospect of a public school system
based upon the glorification of the “possession of commodities,
community status, a flippant way of talking, [and] good looks.” There
was another lesson hidden here as well: do not resist, for alternatives
are a pipe-dream.31 Greene insisted that educators would have to learn
to articulate the values of “self-determination” and “connectedness or
being together in a community,” which the liberal arts alone could
bestow upon children and young people. Further, they would have
to fight for this vision, just as the neoliberals are fighting for theirs.32
A particularly important large-scale resistance to neoliberal
education can also be found in contemporary Chicago. For over a
century, Chicago has been the storm-centre for American education
reform. In the past few years, it has given rise to both a vicious
neoliberalism, and a focused and powerful movement against it,
through the Chicago Teachers’ Union. In 2004, Mayor Richard M. Daley
and the new CEO of the Chicago Public Schools (later to become Barack
Obama’s Secretary of Education) Arne Duncan implemented a plan
they dubbed “Renaissance 2010.” This ‘rebirth’ of the city was to begin
with the imposition of charter schools upon Chicago communities.
This policy saw all Chicago public schools deemed ‘low performing’
(that is, failing to deliver high scores on standardized test), shuttered,
and “turned around” — or replaced by privately underwritten and
controlled charters.33
In response, many parents began agitating against Renaissance
2010. A rump of the Chicago Teachers Union soon joined them. These
teachers aligned themselves with parents and against their union
and the city. The Caucus of Rank-and-File Educators, or CORE arose
out of this moment. These leftist intellectuals mastered the neoliberal
terrain, immersing themselves in the fine-print of new education laws,
as well as critical literature on education and society. They vigorously
defended the liberal arts against neoliberal attacks, stressing their
importance for the full development of children and young people,
and opposed the movement of funds from arts and physical education
programs to STEM subjects and programs (such as the International
Baccalaureate) which primary serve privileged students.
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CORE soon attained leadership of the CTU, and began to oppose all
education reform projects everywhere that put profits before individual
growth and social justice. The Union then staged a remarkable 2012
protest which saw 30,000 supporters close down the city-centre in
protest against what was now referred to as ‘educational deform’ by
CORE. In a way that would have been recognized by Gramsci, the
very experience of being a part of CORE proved deeply educational
for those involved — teachers, parents, children and young people.
As one participant in the protest put it: “After being degraded by the
corporate media, the mayor and his henchmen … taking a stand for
ourselves, our children and our community restored us to the level of
human beings”34 It is noteworthy that defending the liberal arts can be
a pedagogical and humanist act.
Our final example is a national alternative to neoliberal education:
that of postwar Finland. Like most countries after 1945, Finland took a
hard look at its school system, and found it wanting.35 The politicians
involved — right, left, and centre — agreed on little, but they did agree
that any national education system worth its salt had to be intellectual
and cultural as well as vocational — the first never subordinate to the
second. A number of educational commissions and reports followed,
and by the later-1960s, a new system took shape: one in which
compulsory education was extended, private schools were discouraged,
and a general “progressive, future-oriented” educational direction was
established, in which both individual growth and social justice were
emphasized.36 Crucially, the liberal arts were foregrounded, just as other
Western countries began to lose faith in their democratic potential.
As Pasi Sahlberg explains, it is the Finnish school system’s legal
responsibility to educate each child equally. All students must proceed
through the same nine years of liberal arts schooling, although the
“content, organization, and pace” of their individual progression is
made as flexible as possible, so that all young Finns receive the same
introduction to the cultural tradition regardless of socio-economic
background.37 All teachers are highly educated, in both subject matter
and pedagogy, and are all expected to work with diverse groups of
students to ensure that they become creative and critical citizens,
steeped in the past and thus prepared for the future.
Crucially, these measures are seen as extensions of Finland as
a social democracy, and in this sense, Finland is perhaps the best
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expression we have of a society that has realized the potential of the
liberal arts. This is expressed as the philosophy of “peruskoulu,” in which
teachers and students learn together, developing as individuals and as
members of a group, in “small-scale democracies, just as John Dewey
had insisted.”38 Diane Ravitch is one of the many scholars that have
pointed toward Finland as an example of a society that has rejected
possessive individualism in education, while proving that radical
democratic schools can beat the neoliberals at their own game (Finland
has, in recent years, come to be seen as an ‘education superpower,’
consistently placing near the top of international education rankings
beginning in the early 2000s — all without submitting to utilitarian
pedagogy, excessive testing, or any other neoliberal shibboleth).39
Most commentators on the liberal arts have been conservative,
seeking to impart a timeless, untouchable, apolitical artistic canon
to students for reactionary purposes. Thus Matthew Arnold sought
to counter the growth of democracy by placating the mob with
‘sweetness and light,’ and Allan Bloom, in his The Closing of the American
Mind (1987) sought to turn students away from Nietzsche and rock n’
roll in order to stabilize post-1960s society.
We think that the liberal arts are, in fact, inherently destabilizing,
and therein lies their value. A society made up of citizens schooled
to be critical of the existing social order and ‘wide-awake’ to social
alternatives is the only society that can meet a contemporary
situation full of ever-increasing challenges — economic, political,
environmental, and so on. Regarding the value of the liberal arts
as a means to this end, we agree with Fernando Cardinal, director
of the campaign to end illiteracy during the Sandinista Revolution
in Nicaragua: “[w]e believe that in order to create a new nation we
must begin with an education that liberates people. Only through
knowing their past and their present, only through understanding
and analyzing their reality can people choose their future. Education,
therefore, must encourage people to take charge of their lives, to
learn to become informed and effective decision makers, and to
understand their roles as responsible citizens possessing rights and
obligations.”40 We urge the readers of Our Schools/Our Selves to take
up this fight, and resist the dumbing down (and thus disarmament)
of our children.
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